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ABSTRACT 
The operation of multiplication of a vector by a matrix can be represented by a 
computational scheme (or model) that acts sequentially on the entries of the vector. 
The number of intermediate quantities (“states”) that are needed in the computations 
is a measure of the complexity of the model. If that complexity is low, then not only 
multiplication, but also other operations such as inversion, can be carried out 
efficiently using the model rather than the original matrix. In the introductory 
sections, we describe an algorithm to derive a computational model of minimal 
complexity that gives an exact representation of an arbitrary upper triangular matrix. 
The main result of the paper is an algorithm for computing an approximating matrix 
with a model of (much) lower complexity than the original-as low as possible for a 
given tolerance on the approximation error. As measure for the tolerance we use a 
strong norm which we will call the Hankel norm. It is a generalization of the Hankel 
norm which is used in the classical model approximation theory for complex analytical 
functions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Computational Linear Algebra and Time-Varying Modeling 
In the intersection of linear algebra and system theory is the field of 
computational linear algebra. Its purpose is to find efficient algorithms for 
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linear-algebra problems (matrix multiplication, inversion, approximation). A 
useful model for matrix computations is provided by dynamical system theory. 
Such a model is often quite natural: in any algorithm which computes a 
matrix multiplication or inversion, the global operation is decomposed into a 
sequence of local operations that each act on a limited number of matrix 
entries (ultimately two), assisted by intermediate quantities that connect the 
local operations. These quantities can be called the states of the algorithm, 
and translate to the state of the dynamical system that is the computational 
model of the matrix operation. Although many matrix operations can be 
captured this way by some linear dynamical system, our interest is in matrices 
that possess some kind of structure which allows for efficient (“fast”) algor- 
ithms: algorithms that exploit this structure. Structure in a matrix is inherited 
from the origin of the linear-algebra problem, and is for our purposes 
typically due to the modeling of some (physical) dynamical system. Many 
signal-processing applications, inverse scattering problems, and least-squares 
estimation problems give rise to structured matrices that can indeed be 
modeled by a low-complexity computational system. 
Besides sparse matrices (many zero entries), traditional structured 
matrices are Toeplitz and Hankel matrices (constant along diagonals or 
antidiagonals), which translate to linear time-invariant (LTI) systems. Associ- 
ated computational algorithms are well known, e.g., for Toeplitz systems we 
have Schur recursions for LU and Cholesky factorization [I], Levinson 
recursions for factorization of the inverse [2], Gohberg-Semencul recursions 
for computing the inverse [3], and Schur-based recursions for QR factoriza- 
tion [4]. The resulting algorithms have computing complexity of O(n’> for 
matrices of size n X n, as compared to 0(n3) for algorithms that do not take 
the Toeplitz structure into account. Generalizations of the Toeplitz structure 
are obtained by considering matrices which have a so-called displacement 
structure [5, 61: matrices G for which there are (simple) matrices F,, F, such 
that G - F: GF, is of low rank. Overviews of inversion and factorization 
algorithms for such matrices can be found in [7, 81. 
The Toeplitz, Hankel, and displacement structures give rise to computa- 
tional models with a low number of inputs and outputs. In this paper, we 
pursue a complementary notion of structure which we will call the state 
structure. The state structure applies to upper triangular matrices and is 
seemingly unrelated to the Toeplitz or displacement structure mentioned 
above. A first purpose of the computational schemes considered in this paper 
is to perform a desired linear transformation T on some vector (“input 
sequence”) u , 
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with an output vector or sequence y = UT as the result. The key idea is that 
we can associate with this matrix-vector multiplication a computational net- 
work that takes u and computes y, and that matrices with a “small” state 
structure have a computational network of low complexity, so that using the 
network to compute y is more efficient than computing UT directly. To 
introduce this notion, consider an upper triangular matrix T along with its 
inverse, 
Ill I- 
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The inverse of T is sparse, which is an indication of a “small” state structure. 
Computational networks for the computation y = UT are depicted in Figure 
1. The computations in the network are split into sections, which we will call 
stages, where the k th stage consumes uk and produces yk. The dependence 
of yk on ui (i < k) introduces intermediate quantities xk called states. At 
each point k the processor in the stage at that point takes its input datum uk 
from the input sequence u and computes a new output datum yk which is 
part of the output sequence y generated by the system. To execute the 
computation, the processor will use some remainder of its past history, i.e., 
the state xk, which has been computed by the previous stages and which was 
temporarily stored in registers indicated by the symbol z. The complexity of 
the computational network is equal to the number of states at each point. The 
total number of multiplications required in the minimal realization [Figure 
l(b)] that are different from 1 is five, as compared to six in a direct 
computation using T [Figure l(a)]. Although we have gained only one 
multiplication here, for a less moderate example, say an n X n upper 
triangular matrix with n = 10,000 and d +z n states at each point, the 
number of multiplications in the network is 0(d2n> and can even be further 
reduced to O(ddn), instead of O(kn’> for a direct computation using T. 
Note however that the number of states can vary from one point to the other, 
depending on the nature of T. In the example above, the number of states 
entering the network at point 1 is zero, and the number of states leaving the 
network at point 4 is also zero. If we had changed the value of one of the 
entries of the 2 X 2 submatrix in the upper right comer of T to a different 
value, then, in the minimal network, two states would have been required to 
connect stage 2 to stage 3. 
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FIG. 1. Computational networks corresponding to T: (a) Direct (trivial) realiza- 
tion, (b) minimal realization. 
The computations in the network can be summarized by the following 
recursion, for k = 1 to n: 
y=uT - 
xk+l = XkAk + UkBk, 




1 xk+l Yk] = [xk uk]Tk, T, = 
in which xk is the state vector at time k (taken to have dk entries), A, is a 
d, X d,, 1 (possibly nonsquare) matrix, B, is a 1 X dk+ I vector, Ck is a 
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d, X 1 vector, and D, is a scalar. In more general computational networks 
the numbers of inputs and outputs at each stage may be different from one, 
and possibly also varying from stage to stage. In the example [Figure l(b)], we 
have as sequence of realization matrices 
where the * indicates entries that actually have dimension 0 because the 
corresponding states do not exist. The recursion in Equation (1.1) is seen to 
be a recursion for increasing values of k: the order of computations in the 
network is strictly from left to right, and we cannot compute yk unless we 
know xk, i.e., unless we have processed ui, . . . , uk_ I. On the other hand, yk 
does not depend on uk+ i, . . . , u,. This is a direct consequence of the fact 
that T has been chosen upper triangular, so that such an ordering of 
computations is indeed possible. 
A link with system theory is obtained when T is regarded as the transfer 
matrix of a nonstationary causal linear system with input u and output 
y = UT. The k h t row of T then corresponds to the impulse response of the 
system when excited by an impulse at time instant i, that is, the output y due 
to an input vector u with entries ui = S)!, where Sk is the Kronecker delta. 
The case where T has a Toeplitz structure then corresponds to a time- 
invariant system for which the impulse response due to an impulse at time 
i + 1 is just the same as the response due to an impulse at time i, shifted 
over one position. The computational network is called a state-space realiza- 
tion of T, and the number of states at each point of the computational 
network is called the system order of the realization at that point in time. For 
time-invariant systems, the state realization can be chosen constant in time. 
Since for time-varying systems the number of state variables need not be 
constant in time, but can increase or shrink, it is seen that in this respect the 
time-varying realization theory is much richer, and that the accuracy of an 
approximating computational network of T can be varied in time at will. 
If the number of state variables is small, then the computation of the 
output sequence is efficient in comparison with a straight computation of 
y = UT. One example of a matrix with a small state space is the case where T 
is an upper triangular band matrix: Tij = 0 for j - i > p. In this case, the 
state dimension is equal to or smaller than p. However, the state-space 
model can be much more general; e.g., if a banded upper matrix has an 
inverse, then this inverse is known to have a sparse state space (of the same 
complexity) too, as we had in the example above. Moreover, this inversion 
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can be easily carried out by local computations on the realization of T (we 
assume D, square; for the general case, see [9]>: let y = UT * u = yT_’ =: 
yS; then 
xk+l =XkAk+ukBk 
Yk = XkCk + UkDk 
so that a model of S is given by 
i 
xk+l = x,(Ak - CkDklBk) + ykDklBk 
uk = -xkCkDkl + ykDk’ 
s 
k (1.2) 
Observe that the model for S = T-’ is obtained in a local way from the 
model of T: Sk depends only on Tk. The sum and product of matrices with 
sparse state structure have again a sparse state structure with number of 
states at each point not larger than the sum of the number of states of its 
component systems, and computational networks of these compositions 
(though not necessarily minimal ones) can be easily derived from those of its 
components. Finally, we mention that a matrix T, that is not upper triangular 
can be split into an upper triangular and a lower triangular part, each of 
which can be separately modeled by a computational network. The com- 
putational model of the lower triangular part has a recursion which runs 
backwards: 
X; = x;+,A;, + U,B;, 
tjk = LX;+&; + UkD;. 
The model of the lower triangular part can be used to determine a model of a 
unitary upper matrix U which is such that UT is upper and has a sparse state 
structure. In this way, results derived for upper matrices, such as the above 
inversion formula, can be generalized to matrices of mixed type [9]. 
1.2. Realization Algorithm 
One might wonder for which class of matrices T there exists a sparse 
computational network (or state-space realization) that realizes the same 
multiplication operator. For an upper triangular n X n matrix T, let the 
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FIG. 2. Hankel matrices are (mirrored) submatrices of T. 
matrices Hi (1 < i < n), which are submatrices of T, be 
(see Figure 2). We call the Hi (time-varying) Hunkel matrices, as they will 
have a Hankel structure (constant along antidiagonals) if T has a Toeplitz 
structure.’ In terms of the Hankel matrices, the criterion by which matrices 
with a sparse state structure can be detected is given by the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 1.1. The number of states that are needed at stage k in a 
minimal computational network of an upper triangular matrix T is equal to 
the rank of its kth Hankel matrix H,. 
’ Warning: In the current context (arbitrary upper triangular matrices) the Hi do not have a 
Hank4 structure and the term “Hankel matrix” could lead to misinterpretations. Our terminol- 
ogy finds its motivation in system theory, where the Hi are related to an abstract operator H, 
which is commonly called the Hankel operator. For time-invariant systems. H, reduces to an 
operator with a matrix representation that has indeed a Hankel structure. 
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Proof. Suppose that {A,, B,, C,, Dk) is a realization for T as in Equa- 
tion (1.1). Then a typical Hankel matrix has the following structure: 
4 A&, B, A, A&, .-- 
6, A, A&, 
I 
- [C, A,C, A2A,C, 0.. ] = g2H2. 
From the decomposition H, = %Ykek it is directly inferred that if A, is of 
size d, X dk+l, then rank H, is at most equal to d,. We have to show that 
there exists a realization {A,, B, , C,, Dk} for which d, = rank H,: if it does, 
then clearly this must be a minimal realization. To find such a minimal 
realization, take any minimal factorization H, = %Yk7kBk into full-rank factors 
%‘L and Hk. We must show that there are matrices {A,, B,, C,, Dk} such that 
, @k = [ ck AkCk+l AkAk+&k+2 .*’ ]. 
(1.3) 
To this end, we use the fact that H, satisfies a shift-invariance property: with 
Ha* denoting H, without its first column, we have 
.A,+, A&, A,A,C, -*]. 
In general, Hkt = kYk A, @k+ I, and in much the same way, H,’ = 
%k-lAk-l@k, where H,’ is H, without its first row. The shift-invariance 
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properties carry over to %Pk and Bk, e.g., Bk+ = AkBk+ i, and we obtain that 
A, = Bkt@~+l(Bk+lB~+l)-l, where * denotes complex conjugate transposi- 
tion. The inverse exists because Bk+ i is of full rank. C, follows as the first 
column of the chosen @k, while B, is the first row of gkk+ i. It remains to 
verify that GYk and Bk are indeed generated by this realization. This is 
straightforward by a recursive use of the shift-invariance properties. n 
Let’s verify Theorem 1.1 with the example. The Hankel matrices are 
H, = [ -], H,=[i $ q. 
Since rank H, = 0, no states xi are needed. One state is needed for x2 and 
one for x4, because rank H, = rank H, = 1. Finally, also only one state is 
needed for x3, because rank H, = 1. In fact, this is (for this example) the 
only nontrivial rank condition: if one of the entries in H, had been different, 
then two states would have been needed. In general, 
rank Hi < min(i - 1,n - i + l), 
and for a general upper triangular matrix T without state structure, a 
computational model will indeed require at most min(i - 1, n - i + 1) 
states for xi. 
The construction in the proof of Theorem 1.1 leads to a realization 
algorithm (Table 1). In this algorithm, A(: , 1: p) denotes the first p columns 
of A, and A(1 : p, :) the first p rows. The key part of the algorithm is to 
obtain a basis Bk for the row space of each Hankel matrix H, of T. The 
singular-value decomposition (SVD) [lo] is a robust tool for doing this. It is a 
decomposition of H, into factors U,, Xk, V,, where U, and V, are unitary 
matrices whose columns contain the left and right singular vectors of Hk , and 
Z& is a diagonal matrix with positive entries (the singular values of H,) on the 
diagonal. The integer d, is set equal to the number of nonzero singular 
values of Hk, and Vk*(l : d,, :> contains the corresponding singular vectors. 
The rows of V *(l : dk, :) span the row space of H,. The rest of the 
realization algorithm is straightforward in view of the shift-invariance prop- 
erty. Note that, b ased on the singular values of H,, a reduced-order model 
can be obtained by taking a smaller basis for Hi, much as in the principal- 
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TABLE 1 
REALIZATION ALGORITHM 
In: (an upper triangular n X n matrix) 
out: (a minimal realization, in output normal form) 
B n+i = L-1 
fork = n,...,l 
H, =: U&l’: 
d, = rank 2, 
Ek = (L&)(:, 1: dk) 
Bk = V,*(l:d,,:) 
*, = @k[O @,+,I* 
ck = @k(:, 1) 
Bk = gk+#> :) 
Dk = Tk,k 
end 
component identification method in system theory [ll], which is also known 
as balanced model reduction. Although widely used for time-invariant sys- 
tems, this would result in a “heuristic” model reduction theory, as the 
modeling error norm is not known. The goal of the present paper is to obtain 
a precise theory. A final remark is that the above algorithm yields a realization 
in output normal form: 
A,A; + 
which is a consequence of the fact 
space of H, has been used. 
c,c; = I, 
that an orthonormal basis for the row 
1.3. Hankel-Norm Approximation 
In the previous subsection, we have assumed that the given matrix T has 
indeed a computational model of order low enough to favor the use of a 
minimal computational network over an ordinary matrix multiplication. How- 
ever, if the rank of the Hankel matrices of T (i.e., the system order) is not 
low, ,then it could make sense to approximate T by a new upper triangular 
matrix T, that has a lower complexity, i.e., whose Hankel matrices have low 
rank. It is of course dependent on the origin of T whether this indeed yields 
a useful approximation of the underlying (physical) problem that is described 
by the original matrix. For example, it could happen that the given matrix T 
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is not of low complexity because numerical inaccuracies of the entries of T 
have increased the rank of the Hankel matrices of T, since the rank of a 
matrix is a very sensitive (ill-conditioned) parameter. But even if the given 
matrix T is known to be exact, an approximation by a reduced-order model 
could be appropriate, for example for design purposes in engineering, to 
capture the essential behavior of the model. With such a reduced-complexity 
model, the designer can more easily detect that certain features are not 
desired and can possibly predict the effects of certain changes in the design; 
an overly detailed model would rather mask these features. 
Because the system order at each point is given by the rank of the Hankel 
matrix at that point, a possible approximation scheme is to replace each 
Hankel matrix by one that is of lower rank (this could be done using the 
SVD). The approximation error could then very well be defined in terms of 
the individual Hankel matrix approximations as the supremum over the 
individual approximation errors. The error criterion for which we will obtain a 
solution is called the Hankel norm. It is defined as the supremum over the 
operator norm (the spectral norm, or the matrix 2-norm) of each individual 
Hankel matrix: 
This is a generalization of the Hankel norm for time-invariant systems. It 
is a reasonably strong norm: if T is a strictly upper triangular matrix 
and l]TljH < 1, then each row and column of T has vector norm smaller 
than 1. In terms of the Hankel norm, we will prove the following theorem in 
Section 3. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let T be a strictly upper triangular matrix, and let 
r = diag(yi) be a diagonal Hermitian matrix which parametrizes the accept- 
able approximation tolerance (yi > 0). Let H, be the Hankel matrix of T-‘T 
at stage k, and suppose that, for each k, none of the singular values of H, are 
equal to 1. Then there exists a strictly upper triangular mat& T, with system 
order at stage k at most equal to the number of singular values of H, that are 
larger than 1, such that 
IIT-‘(T - T,)(j, =G 1. 
In fact, there is a collection of such T,. We will show the theorem by 
construction and obtain a computational model of a particular T, as well. 
Because the Hankel matrices have many entries in common, it is not clear at 
once that this approximation scheme is feasible: replacing one Hankel matrix 
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by a matrix of lower rank in a certain norm might make it impossible for the 
next Hankel matrix to be replaced by an optimal approximant (in that norm) 
such that the part that it has in common with the previous Hankel matrix is 
approximated by the same matrix. In other words: each individual local 
optimization might prevent a global optimum. The severity of this dilemma is 
mitigated by a proper choice of the error criterion: the fact that the 
above-defined Hankel norm uses the operator norm of each Hankel matrix, 
rather than the stronger Frobenius norm, gives just enough freedom to obtain 
a nice solution to this dilemma. The solution can even be obtained in a 
noniterative form. 
I can be used to influence the local approximation error. For a uniform 
approximation, I = yZ, and hence (IT - Z’,llH < y: the approximant is ‘y- 
close to T in Hankel norm, which implies in particular that the approximation 
error in each row or column of T is less than y. If one of the yi is made 
larger than y, then the error at the ith row of T can become larger also, 
which might cause an approximant T, to take on less states. Hence r can be 
chosen to yield an approximant that is accurate at certain points but less tight 
at others, and whose complexity is minimal. 
Hankel-norm approximation theory originates as a special case of the 
solution to the Schur-Takagi interpolation problem in the context of complex 
function theory. The solution was formulated by Adamjan, Arov, and Krein 
@AK) [12], who studied properties of the SVD of infinite Hankel matrices 
(having a Hankel structure) and associated problems of the approximation of 
bounded analytical functions f(z) by rational functions. In linear system 
theory, it is a well-known result of Kronecker that the degree of a rational 
function is equal to the rank of the Hankel matrix constructed on the 
coefficients of its Taylor expansion [13]. The main problem with approximat- 
ing a Hankel matrix using SVD, in the time-invariant context, is to ensure 
that the approximation has again a Hankel structure. When the function is 
regarded as the transfer function of a linear time-invariant system, the 
above-mentioned rank is the model order. It was remarked by Bultheel and 
Dewilde [I41 and subsequently worked out by a number of authors (Glover 
[15], Kung and Lin [16], Genin and Kung [17]) that the procedure of AAK 
could be utilized to solve the problem of optimal model-order reduction of a 
dynamical time-invariant system, and that, although the Hankel matrix is of 
infinite size, computations can be made finite if a finite-order state model is 
already known [Id]. It is possible to give a global expression for the approxi- 
mant, based on a global state-space-based solution of a related Schur-Takagi 
interpolation problem; the necessary theory was extensively studied in the 
book [18]. The computations can also be done in a recursive fashion [19]. 
State-space theory provided a bridge between analytical theory and matrix 
computations. 
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In a recent series of papers [20-251 a theory was developed to derive 
models for upper triangular matrices as (now time-varying) linear systems. 
The classical interpolation problems of Schur and of Nevanlinna and Pick can 
be formulated and solved in a context where diagonals take the place of 
scalars. A comprehensive treatment can be found in [24], and we will adopt 
the notation of that paper. A supplementary realization theory of upper 
operators in a state-space context appeared in [I51 and provided the tools to 
solve the generalized Hankel-norm model reduction problem in combination 
with the interpolation theory. The general solution is published in [26]; the 
present paper is a specialization to finite upper triangular matrices, and 
contains independent, finite-dimensional proofs. 
1.4. Numerical Example 
As an example of the use of Theorem 1.2, we consider a matrix T and 
determine an approximant T,. Let the matrix to be approximated be 
T= 
0 0 0 0 .400 .240 
0 0 0 0 0 .300 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
The position of the Hankel matrix ZZ4 is indicated. Taking P = 0.11, the 
nonzero singular values of the Hankel operators of T-lT are 
Hl Hz Ha 4 HS H6 
8.26 6.85 6.31 5.53 4.06 
0.33 0.29 0.23 
0.01 
Hence T has a state-space realization which grows from zero states (i = 1) to 
a maximum of three states (i = 4), and then shrinks back to zero states 
(i > 6). The number of Hankel singular values of T-‘T that are larger than 
1 is one (i = 2, . . . ,6). At each point in the sequence, this is to correspond to 
the number of states of the approximant at that point. Using the techniques 
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of this paper, we obtain 
0 .790 .183 .066 ,030 .016 
0 0 .594 .215 .098 .052 
To=; ; ; .499 0 .227 402 .214 121
0 0 0 0 0 .287 
-0 0 0 0 0 0 
with nonzero Hankel singular values (scaled by I?> 
HI H, H, H, Hs 
8.15 6.71 6.16 5.36 3.82 
whose number indeed corresponds to the number of Hankel singular values 
of f ~ ’ T that are larger than 1. Also, the modeling error is 
T-T,= 
0 .OlO .017 -.016 -.017 -.013 
0 0 .006 .025 -.002 -.014 
0 0 0 .OOl .023 .004 
0 0 0 0 -.002 .026 
0 0 0 0 0 .013 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
with Hankel norm of II-r@ - T,) less than 1: 
P-V - TJII, = sup 0.334,0.328,0.338,0.351,0.347) = 0.351. I 
The realization algorithm (Table 1) yields as realization for T 
- .968 1 0 ’
T+i -ii i:i -:‘:ki 
.487 .037 - .873 
- 
T4 
.853 .237 .465 
= .I89 .971 .147 I ’ 
- .466 .ooo 0 
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T6= . ’ [+I . 0’ 
A realization of the approximant is determined via the algorithm of Table 3 in 
Section 3.5 as 
Tfl.1 =[I+&+ Ta.2 = [w]. 
T,,, = [++$!I, Ta,6 = [+-/+I. 
The corresponding computational schemes are depicted in Figure 3. It is 
seen that a small change in T can lead to a significant reduction in the 
complexity of the computations. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
2.1. Spaces 
An essential ingredient of our theory is the concept of nonuniform 
sequences: vectors whose entries are again vectors in some Euclidean space 
and which can have different dimensions for each entry. Thus let 
where Bi = Cdl, and di is the dimension of ai. Some dimensions might be 
zero, e.g., 9’ = C’ X 0 X @’ is a valid space sequence, and [0.5, , [2,1]] is 
an element of 9, the 2-norm (vector norm) of which is (0.25 + 4 + l)l/‘. A 
generalized matrix (a block matrix, which we will call a tableau to distinguish) 
is a linear map .& +N, where A, Jf are space sequences like 9 above. For 
example, to J = c2 X @ X @‘, .,V= @ X @ X @ correspond tableaus of 
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Ul Yl Ul Yl 
u2 Y2 u2 Y2 
U3 Y3 u3 Y3 
u4 Y4 u4 Y4 
us Y5 us Y5 
US Y6 US Y6 
(a) R’) 
FIG. 3. Computational scheme (a) of T and (b) of I’,. 
the form 




* 0 * * * * * 
. . 
* * * - 
where the (1,l) entry is identified by a rectangle, the main diagonal is 
distinguished by underscores, * stands for any scalar, and . stands for an 
entry with an empty dimension. The above tableau is isomorphic to a 3 X 3 
ordinary matrix. We denote by Z(.H,Jy) the space of linear maps J% -+N, by 
Z!(_M,J.Q the space of upper tableaus in Z(M,_& (that is, % = {F ES?‘: 
Fij = 0, i > j}), by _H&,.M) the space of lower tableaus in S$&,.&, and by 
.@(A,& the space of diagonals. Note that if F E TY is invertible, its inverse 
is not necessarily in %! (unlike with ordinary matrices), as is demonstrated for 
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example by 
c c @ 




When viewed as matrices, Fpl is of course just the matrix inverse of F. 
A rightward-shifted space sequence is denoted by gCk), as in 
B(l) = 0 xL?q x.Lq x --- xL?q. (2.1) 
The shift operator 2 shifts a sequence to the right and is a map 9 +9(l), 
with tableau 
It is unitary: ZZ* = Z9, Z*Z = Z9(1). We denote by Ztkl the product of k 
shifts. It is a map 9 -+BCk). Let T E Y&tf,N) be an n X n tableau. We 
can decompose T into a sum of shifted diagonals: 
n-l 
T = c 
k=O 
Trkl (k) is kth above main diagonal. 
Given diagonal ES~, can A diag( where Ai the 
entries A. kth into southeast is by 
= so Ack) Ai_k. 
define P as the projection of S? onto %/, Pzg as the projection onto 
strictly upper matrices, and PO as the projection of s?’ onto g. With regard to 
matrix norms, llTl[ is the operator norm (matrix 2-norm), IIT(IF is the 
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Frobenius norm, and (IT1IH is the Hankel norm, defined respectively by 
IITII = sup IluTlls, 
IlUllZ~ 1 
IITIIF = (c llT,,il12)1’2. 
IITIIH = sup I\WJT) IIF. 
u&z-‘, IIUIIFG 1 
Note that the above definition of the Hankel norm is equivalent to the 
definition in (1.4). We remark that this norm is a norm only on the space Z%!/; 
on 2 it is a seminorm. We will also employ a new norm, which we call the 
diagonal 2-norm. Let Ti be the ith row of a tableau T E F; then 
D ~9 : II 0119~ = sup II Dill, 
T E z?? llTll& = 11 &(TT*) Ibe = sup llT,Ti* II. 
For diagonals, it is equal to the operator norm, but for more general matrices 
it is the supremum over the vector 2-norms of each row of T. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The Hankel norm satisfies the following ordering: 
T EZ’: IITIIH B IITII, (2.2) 
TEE%!: IITII 02 G IITIIH. (2.3) 
Proof. The first norm inequality is proven by 
IITIIH = sup l\WJT) /F 
U~Z~‘, llUllF=G 1 
< SUP IIUTIIF 
U&Z_‘, llUIIF< 1 
< sup IIUTIIF = IIT’ll. 
Ue?,lIUIlF91 
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For the second norm inequality, we first prove 
IlTll~z G sup IIDTT*D* IIF. 
Da, IlDllFb 1 
Indeed, 
< SUP IIDTT*D*II~. 
De, llOllF< 1
Then (2.3) is proven, with use of the fact that T E 2%: 
IlTll~~ G SUP IIDTT*D*IIF 
DEg, IIDIIFG 1 
= SUP IIDz*TT*zD*(I~ 
DEg, IIDIIFG 1 
= DEg,,,D,,Fdl IIw~*Tm~~*T)1* IIF sup 
< SUP u~~_‘,,,v,, <1 IIP(UT)[P(UT),l*lIF 
F. 
= IlTll;. n 
We see that the Hankel norm is not as strong as the operator norm, but is 
stronger than the rowwise uniform least-squares norm. 
2.2. Realizations 
For a given T E %(M,Jv), a computational model is defined by the 
sequence of matrices {Ak, B,, C,, Dk} in the form given by Equation (1.1). 
Let the state xk E ~8’~. We can assemble the matrices { Ak}, { Bk), etc. into 
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diagonals by defining 
A E.!2(B,9(-r))=diag(Ak), 
B ES~(&, ~8’~~)) =diag( Bk), 
which together constitute a realization 
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C EL2r(B,Jy)=diag(Ck), 
(2.4) 
D l 9(d,.N) =diag( Dk), 
T of T, 
y=uT - 
x2-’ = XA + uB, 
y=xC+uD, 
(2.5) 
This description is equivalent to (Ll), but often more convenient to handle 
because the time index has been suppressed. Substitution leads to 
T = D + BZ( I - AZ)-?, 
where (I - AZ)-’ satisfies the expansion 
(I - AZ)-’ = Z + AZ + AZAZ + ... 
= Z + AZ + AA-r)ztsi + AA-r)A(-s)@ + . . . . 
As we will assume throughout the paper that the realization starts and ends 
with empty state spaces, this summation is in fact finite: AA-l) a** A’-“) = 
[a], where n is the size of T. Hence (I - AZ)-’ always exists, and the 
expression for T is meaningful. 
Connected to a state realization, we can distinguish global controllability 
and observability operators defined as 
g := @ := [C AC’-‘, u(-‘)C(-2) . . . 1. 
P-6) 
%Yk and Bk as in Equation (1.3) are obtained as the kth (block) column and 
row of SF’ and 8, respectively. Recall that Fk and Bk are closely related to 
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the Hankel operator: its kth “snapshot” Hk has the decomposition 
We say that the realization is controllable when the controllability operator B 
is such that the diagonal matrix M := E’* %Y’, is invertible, i.e., each M, = 
%C’t ‘Zk is invertible. Likewise, the realization is observable if Q := &‘@‘* is 
invertible. In the present context, it is always possible to choose the realiza- 
tion to be both controllable and observable, in which case the realization is 
also minimal, in the sense that the dimensions of the state space at each point 
k in the sequence is minimal. For such realizations, the rows of @k form a 
(minimal) basis for the row space of H,, and the columns of gk form a basis 
for its column space. g and d can be thought of as a collection of these bases 
into a single object. 
Another notion that we will need is that of “state transformations.” If 
{A, B, C, D} is a realization of a system with transfer matrix T, then an 
equivalent realization is found by applying a state transformation x^ = xR to 
the state sequence of x of the system, where R is an invertible diagonal 
matrix. The realization matrix T is then transformed to 
T’ = [” z][; ;][ @-‘)-l iI. 
[Note the diagonal shift in (R(-“)-‘.I State transformations are often used to 
bring a realization into some desirable form. This then leads to equations of 
the famous Lyapunov or Lyapunov-Stein type. For example, the Lyapunov 
equation 
MC-‘) = A*MA + B*B, M Eg(B>*), (2.7) 
arises in the transformation of a controllable realization to input normal form: 
one for which A*A + B*B = I. If the original realization is controllable, 
then an invertible state transformation R can be found such that A, = 
RA(R(-‘))-‘, B, = B(R(-l))-l, and 
ATA, + B;B, = I. 
Substitution leads to Equation (2.71, with M = R*R, and hence it suffices to 
solve this equation for M and to verify that M is invertible, in which case a 
factor R is invertible too. Since Equation (2.7) only involves diagonals, it can 
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be solved recursively: M,, 1 = AZ M, A, + Bt B,, where the initial value is 
M, = [.I. Finally, if E’ is the controllability operator of the given realization, 
then M = %‘* F is the solution of (2.7) which shows that M is invertible if 
the realization is controllable. Likewise, if the realization is observable (B is 
such that Q = @@* is invertible), then Q is the unique solution of the 
Lyapunov equation 
Q = AQ(- ‘)A* + CC*, 
and with the factoring of Q = RR* this yields an invertible state transforma- 
tion R such that A, = KIAR(-“, B, = BR’- ‘), C, = R-lC, and 
A,AT + C,C; = I. 
The resulting (A,, B,, C,, Zl} th en form an output normal realization for the 
matrix. In Section 3.3 we will assume that the matrix to be approximated is 
indeed specified by a realization in output normal form, which is automati- 
cally the case if the realization algorithm (Table 1) has been used, 
2.3. J- Unita y Matrices 
If a matrix is at the same time unitary and upper (with respect to its block 
structure), we will call it inner. In this paper we will make extensive use of 
matrices 0 that are block upper and J-unitary. To introduce these matrices 
properly, we must define a splitting of the sequence of input spaces into two 
sequences M1 and Jy;, a splitting of the sequence of output spaces into two 
sequences ~%,a and JEW, and signature sequences J1 and Jz: 
0 decomposes into four blocks, mapping A1 xJV; to ~%a XMa. If each of 
these maps is upper, we say that 0 is block-upper. 0 will be called J-unitary 
relative to this splitting into blocks when 
o*Jio = Jz and OJz@* = Ji. (2.9) 
A ]-unitary matrix 0 can be constructed using a computational model 0 that 
is J-unitary in the following sense. Let 9 be the state sequence space of a 
realization 0, and let 9 = a’, X B_ be a decomposition of 9. Define the 
signature matrix 
I9 = p+ -z”] 
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(we call J9 the state signature sequence). A realization 0 is called J-unitary 
(with respect to {J9, J1, JJ> if it satisfies 
Figure 4(a) gives a sketch of the situation for the model 0 associated with 0. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Zf 0 is a]-unitary realization in the sense of Equation 
(2.101, then the corresponding transfer matrix 0 will be J-unita y in the sense 
of Equation (2.9). 
Proof This is readily verified by taking as realization for 0 an 
{(Y, p, y, 6) which satisfies (2.10), and evaluating J2 - O*J,@: 
]z - o*J,o =J2 - 6*J1s + y*z*(z - a*Z*)-1a*]9y 
+ y*]ga( z - Za)_‘zy 
- y*z*(z - a*z*)-l{]&-l) - “*Jg’y}(z - Za)-lzy 
= y*]sy + y*( z - z*cP-’ 









@+)k+l (a-),1 @+)k+l (a-),1 
(a) (W 
FIG. 4. (a) The spaces connected with a realization for a J-unitary block-upper 
matrix 0 which transfers A%, XJV; to dz X_KY. The realization matrix is marked as 
0. (b) The corresponding scattering-or unitary-situation. 
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since p*]ra = -ff*l~Y~ P*]r P =J&” - ff*JBCr, and ]a - S*]rS = 
Y*]~Y, and hence 
12 - @*]I@ = Y*( z - z*cx*)-l{( z - z*a*)]‘& z - q 
+z*cy*]g + gaZ -]a - z*a*J9aZ}( I - crZ)_ly 
= 0. 
The second equality of (2.9) f o 11 ows by an analogous procedure to the above. 
n 
A ]-unitary upper matrix has the following special property, 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Zf { (Y, /3, y, S} is an observable realization for a 
]-unitary block-upper matrix 0, then 
z*(z - “*z*)-‘p*]@ E [% z/l, (2.11) 
that is, Z*(Z - c~*Z*)-‘p*]~, which is a strictly lower matrix, is mapped by 
0 to a block upper matrix. 
Proof. Evaluation of the first part of Equation (2.9) reveals that 
z*(z - a*z*)-‘p*J1o 
= z*( z - cy*z*)-l p*]l{6 + PZ(Z - cyz)-'y} 
= z*( z - a*z*)-l 
x ( - a*J9 + (&” - a*]ga)Z( I - “Z)_‘)Y 
= (Z - a*)-’ 
x{ -(Y*]J z - aZ) +]&Yz - a*J9z}( z - cd-'y 
=]&I - aZ)_ly E [fY z]. n (2.12) 
Proposition 2.3 can be interpreted as a general “interpolation principle” 
and will be treated in detail in Sections 3.1-3.3. 
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Another property that follows from the J-unitarity of 0 is that O,, is 
invertible. Associated to 0 is a matrix 
which is such that 
(see Figure 5>, that is, 
(2.13) 
It is straightforward to prove that from the J-unitarity of 0 it follows that C 
is unitary. X is known as a scattering matrix, while 0 is called a chain 
scattering matrix. I2 and 0 constitute the same linear relations between the 
quantities a,, u2, b,, b,. However, the signal flows of the “incident” and 
“reflected” waves of 2 coincide with the direction of the energy going 
into and out of the system: uiaT + bzbiJ = a2az + b,bT, whereas for 0 
the relation alaT - b,bT = a2aE - b, bz reflects conservation of energy 
between port 1 and port 2. 
Let 0 be a J-unitary realization. Since each of the 0, is a J-unitary 
matrix, there is a unitary matrix Xk associated to each 0, in the same way as 
;-JgJ; -Jz$; 
0 z 
FIG. 5. Relation between a J-unitary matrix 0 and the corresponding unitary 
matrix 2. 
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C followed 
[x, x_ a, b,]@ = [ xy x(-l) u2 h,] 
- IX+ X~-r) el b,]~ = [X$-1) r_ a2 b,] (2.14) 
(that is, inputs of Z have positive signature). Again, the directions of the 
arrows corresponding to negative signatures in 0 is reversed [see Figure 
4(b)]. An explicit formula for Z in terms of 0 is given below. Although I& 
constitutes the same linear relations between the state variables as 0, and 
hence elimination of x, and L will lead to the scattering matrix C 
associated to 0, it should be noted that Z is not a realization of IZ:, since the 
state flow is not unidirectional: the next state of I: is specified in terms of its 
current state only in an implicit way. Z will be called a state representation of 
IZ, rather than a realization. 
Z is computed from 0 in the following way. Partition the state x of 0 
according to the signature JB into x = [ x + x _ 1, and partition 0 likewise: 
xi_ I) XC-‘) a2 b, 
a11 a12 Yll Yl2 
ffZ1 ff22 Y21 Y22 
61 Pl2 611 612 * 
P 21 P22 621 622 i 
(2.15) 
Then the corresponding 2, defined by the relation (2.14), has a partitioning 
(2.16) 
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First, we prove the existence of Z by remarking that, because of the 
J-unitarity of 0, the submatrix 
a22 Y22 
[ I P 622 22 
is square and invertible at each point k. The entries in Z can be determined 
from those of 0 as 
(2.17) 
[cf. Equation (2.13)]. Note that each matrix Z’k only depends on the entries 
of Ok, so that it can be computed independently of the other stages. 
3. CONSTRUCTION OF A HANKEL-NORM APPROXIMANT 
3.1. Summary of the Procedure 
In this section, we solve the Hankel-norm model reduction problem for a 
strictly upper matrix described by a “higher-order model” with an observable 
realization {A, B, C, 0). Let the input and output spaces d and _,#f be as in 
Equation (2.4), and let r be a diagonal and Hermitian matrix belonging to 
=@A, &>. We use r as a measure for the local accuracy of the reduced 
order model; it will parametrize the solutions. We look for a matrix T’ E 
S$.H,N) such that (1) the scaled difference with T is smaller than 1 in 
operator norm: 
IIT-‘(T - T’))I d 1, (3.1) 
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and such that (2) the approximant 
T, := P&T’), (3.2) 
i.e., the strictly upper part of T ‘, has a state dimension sequence of low order 
-as low as possible for a given r. Using the norm inequality (2.2) we 
immediately obtain that T, satisfies 
i.e., T, is a Hankel-norm approximant of T when T’ is an operator-norm 
approximant. The second norm inequality (2.3) gives in addition 
IPV - Ta>lL 4lWT - Ta)II,. 
The interpretation of this second inequality is that the change in each row of 
T-IT is (in 2-norm) smaller than the error in Hankel norm, and in any case 
smaller than 1. A comparable result holds for the columns of T-‘T. Conse- 
quently, the matrix entries of a Hankel-norm approximant T, are close to 
those of T. 
The construction of a matrix T’ satisfying (3.1) consists of the following 
three steps. We start by computing a factorization of T in the form 
T=A*U (3.3) 
where A and U are upper matrices which have state-space dimensions of the 
same size as that of T, and U is inner. We will call such a factorization an 
external factorization. We show in Section 3.2 that this factorization is easy to 
determine if the realization (2.4) for T is chosen to be in output normal form, 
i.e., such that AA* + CC* = I. The construction of a proper T’ continues 
by the determination of a matrix 0 that is J-unitary as in (2.8) and 
block-upper, such that 
W” -T*r-‘I@ = [A’ -B’] (3.4) 
consists of two upper matrices A’ and B’. As an aside, we remark that this 
expression can equivalently be written as 
u*[z - A.r-l]O = [A’ -B’]. (3.5) 
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which is the “standard’ formulation of an interpolation problem (see [24]): 
for time-invariant systems, the equation expresses that [I -AI-i]@ has 
zeros at poles of U* , which ensures that the approximant is equal to the 
original system at certain points in the z-plane. 
We will show that a solution to this interpolation problem exists if certain 
conditions on a Lyapunov equation associated to I-‘T are satisfied (this can 
always be the case for judiciously chosen I’). The state dimension of 0 will 
again be the same as that of T. Because 0 is J-unitary, we have that 
@I~~@,, = I + @y20,,. Hence 0, will exist (but will not necessarily be 
upper) and Xi2 = -O,,O~~i will be contractive. From (3.4) we have B ’ = 
- U* O,, + T* r-l Cl,,. In terms of the definition of 0 and B’, the approxi- 
mating matrix T ’ is subsequently defined as 
T’ = lW,-,*B’*. (3.6) 
Then the resulting approximation error is I-l(T - T’) = -C*,U. Because 
C,, is contractive and U unitary, we infer that 11 lY-l( T - T’) I[< 1, so that 
T’ is indeed an operator norm approximant with an admissible modeling 
error. Taking T, equal to the upper triangular part of T’, the definitions 
(3.41, (3.6), and (3.2) result in a Hankel-norm approximant T,. We will also 
show that, from (3.6) and the fact that B’ is upper triangular, it can be 
inferred that the state dimension of T, will, at each point in time, be at most 
equal to that of the upper part of @Ii,*. (With more effort, one shows that the 
state dimensions are precisely equal to each other [26].) In view of the target 
Theorem 1.2, it remains (1) to construct U, (2) to construct 0 satisfying (3.4), 
taking care that the upper part of Ok* has state dimensions as low as 
possible, and (3) t o verify the complexity of the Hankel-norm approximant in 
connection with the Hankel singular values of T-lT. These are the subjects 
of the following sections. Subsequently, formulas describing a realization of 
T, are derived (Theorem 3.7). 
3.2. External Factorization of T 
The aim of this section is to prove the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Zf a matrix T is upper, T E Y&J,&‘), then there exist 
a space sequence MU and an inner matrix U E g/(J, ,N) such that A = UT* 
is upper, and T has a factorization 
T = A*U. 
Proof. To obtain U, we start from a model {A, B, C, D} of T which 
is in output normal form, A, A: + C,C,* = I for all k. It is obtained, for 
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example, by the realization algorithm (1). For each point k, determine 
matrices B, k and D, k 
[A, C,], so that ’ 
via the orthogonal complement of the rows of 
is a square and unitary matrix. Take U to be a computational model for U. 
Then U is inner, because its realization is unitary (Proposition 2.2). It remains 
to verify that A = UT * is upper. This follows by direct computation of A, in 
which we make use of the relations AA* + CC* = I, B, A* + D, C* = 0: 
D=UT* = [D,+ B&Z-A@C][D* +C*(Z-Z*A*)-lZ*B*] 
= [D,+ B&Z-AZ)-‘C]D* + DUC*(Z-Z*A*)plZ*B* 
+ B,Z( Z - AZ)-’ CC* (I - Z*A*)-lZ*B* 
= [D,+B,Z(Z-AZ)-‘CID* -BuA*(Z-Z*A*)-lZ*B* 
Now, we make use of the relation 
Z(Z-AZ)-‘(I-AA*)(Z-Z*A*)-lZ* 
= (I - ZA)-’ +A*(Z - Z*A*)-lZ*, 
which is easily verified by pre- and postmultiplying with Z - ZA and Z - A*, 
respectively. Plugging this relation into the expression for A, it is seen that 
the lower triangular parts of the expression cancel, and we obtain 
A= [D,+B,Z(Z-AZ)-k]D* + B”(Z-ZAP’BY 
= DUD* + BUB* + B,Z(Z - AZ)-‘( AB* + CD*). 
which is, indeed, upper. 
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Because the A, are not necessarily square matrices, the dimension of the 
state space may vary in time. A consequence of this will be that the number 
of inputs of U will vary in time for an inner U having minimal state 
dimension. The varying number of inputs of U will of course be matched by a 
varying number of inputs of A*. Figure 6 illustrates this point. 
3.3. Determination of 0 
In this section we will show how, under satisfaction of a condition of 
Lyapunov type, Equation (3.4) can be satisfied with a J-unitary transfer 
matrix 0. Let T be a strictly upper matrix with model (A, B, C, O} in output 
normal form, and let (A, B,, C, II,} be the unitary realization for the inner 
factor U E ?Y(.HU,.N) of T. Denote by 9’ the state-sequence space of T. We 






















(4 T lb) u cc) A 
FIG. 6. (a) The computational scheme for an example T; (b) the computational 
structure of the corresponding inner factor U and (c) of A. 
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which is a square matrix at each point k, and where X and the Ci, Dij are 
yet to be determined. Note that the state sequence space ~5’ is the same for 
0 and T. X is an invertible diagonal state transformation matrix which is 
such that 0 is J-unitary as in (2.10), where the state signature matrix JS is 
also to be determined. The following theorem summarizes what we will prove 
in this section. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let T E %‘(A,_,@ be a strictly upper matrix, with 
{A, B, C, O} a made1 of T in output normal form, and let r E&SC.&, A) be 
an invertible Herrnitian diagonal matrix. Let U be the inner factor of an 
external factorization of T, with unitary model {A, B,, C, Da}. lf the solu- 
tion M of the Lyapunov equation 
A*MA + B*r-B = MC-l) (3.8) 
is such that A = I - M is invertible, then there exists a J-unitary block upper 
matrix 0 such that 
PJ” -T*r-‘]O (3.9) 
is block upper. The corresponding]-unitary realization 0 is of the form (3.7), 
with state transformation X and state signature matrix ]g given by the 
factorization A = Xx J9 X. 
Proof. We first construct 0 by determining a realization 0 that has the 
structure of Equation (3.7), and then show that it satisfies (3.9). The first step 
in solving for the unknowns in (3.7) is to determine X such that 
(3.10) 
is J-isometric in the sense of Equation (2.10), i.e., such that for some 
signature matrix JB, 
(x(-l))-* A*X*]BX$X(-l))-l + (X(-1))-*B;:B,(X(-l))-l 
-(X(-l))-* B*r-2B(X(-l))-l =J$-“_ 
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Writing A = X*J9Xx, this produces 
A*hA + B;B, - B*lY-2B = ii-l), (3.11) 
which determines A recursively, and hence also both the factor X and the 
state signature JB. For X to be invertible, it is sufficient to require A to be 
invertible. Equation (3.11) may be rewritten in terms of the original data by 
using BGB, = Z - A*A, which yields 
A*MA + B*r-zB = M(-l) M=Z-A. 
M is the solution of one of the Lyapunov equations associated to T-IT [viz. 
Equation (2.7)l. We proceed with the construction of a realization 0 of the 
form (3.7) which satisfies (2.10) for 
where lZ is still to be determined (and with it the output-space sequences 
dZ and J$). Since signature of matrices is conserved under congruence 
relations as @.lO), we must have that the signatures of the matrices 
[ ]9 ]i] and [‘“” l2] 
are equal. Let s-dim denote the sequence of dimensions of a nonuniform 
space (a sequence of integers), and let # +(]) denote the sequence whose 
k th entry is the number of positive entries in the signature matrix J at point 
k [and likewise for the number of negative entires, #_(])I. Then 
s-dim A2 = #+(19) - #+(]&“) + s-dim JYu, 
s-dimJyi = #_(19) - #_(]gl)) + s-dim A. 
The positivity of these dimensions is readily derived from Equation (3.11) by 
Sylvester’s inequality. 
To obtain 0, it remains to complete the matrix (3.10) to form the matrix 
0 in (3.7) so that the whole matrix is now ]-unitary according to (2.10). This 
matrix completion can be achieved at the local level: for each stage k it is an 
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independent problem of matrix algebra (see the algorithm in Table 2). It is 
not hard to see that the completion is always possible. 
To conclude the proof, we have to show that [U* - T* r- ‘10 is block 
upper. We have 
I?” -T*T-‘1 = [ZIG 0] + C*Z*(Z -A*Z*)-‘[B; -B*r-l], 
(3.12) 
TABLE 2 
THE INTERPOLATION ALGORITHM 
In: T (model in output normal form for a strictly upper matrix T) 
r (approximation parameters) 
out: 0 [realization for 0 satisfying (3.411 
M, = L-1 
x, = [.I 
Jg, = [.I 
fork = l,...,n 
M k+l = A;M,A, + BF&-2Bk 
X,*, lJz-&+, XkCl := I - Mk+l 
[BUJ Q_d = [Ak C,]’ 
[I [I 
Y = c yl 
6 d 
end 
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and it will be enough to show that 
Z*( Z - A*Z*)-'[ B;“, -B*r-l]@ (3.13) 
is block upper. With entries as in Equation (3.7), and using the state 
equivalence transformation defined by X, this is equivalent to showing that 
x*2*( z - “*z*)-‘[ p: /3z*]J10 
is block-upper. That this is indeed the case follows directly from Proposition 
2.3-see Equation (2.11). W 
For later use, we evaluate [U* -T* lY_ ‘10. Equation (2.12) gives 
C*Z*( Z - A*Z*)-l[ B;r -B*r’IO = c*x*z*( z - a*z*)-lp*Jlo 
= c*x*J9( z - “Z)_ly 
= C*h( Z - AZ)-‘[Cl C,]. 
Consequently, 
UJ* -T*l?]O 
= [D*u o](t3+ [B; B*r+]*Z( I - AZ)-‘[Cl C,]) 
+ C*A( Z - AZ)+[C, C,] 
= {[DE 0]6+C*h[C, C,]} +C*(h-Z)AZ(Z-AZ)-'[Cl C,] 
(in which we have used C*A + DfJ B, = 0). Since this expression is equal to 
[ A’ - B ‘1, we obtain a computational model for B ’ as 
B’ = { -D*,D,, + C*( Z - M)C,) + {C*MA}Z( Z - AZ)-?,. (3.14) 
The algorithm in Table 2 summarizes the construction in Theorem 3.2 and 
can be used to compute 0 satisfying Equation (3.4). The inner factor U of T 
is computed en passant. 
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The key to constructing the interpolating 0 in (3.4) is hence the solution 
of the Lyapunov equation (3.8). It can be computed recursively by taking the 
k th entry of each diagonal in the equation, yielding 
Mk+l = A;M,A, + B;rk-‘Bk. 
The initial point of this recursion is M, = [*I, if the state dimension sequence 
of the realization of T starts with zero states. We conclude this section by 
establishing the link between this Lyapunov equation and the Hankel matrix 
connected with T-lT. This will provide the connection of the Hankel 
singular values of l?-lT and the state complexity of the Hankel-norm 
approximant, discussed in the next subsection. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let T E ‘Z(A%,& have a model (A, B, C, 0) in output 
normal form, and let r be an invertible diagonal Hermitian matrix. Let H, 
be the Hankel matrix of r - ’ T at stage k, and suppose that, for each k , none 
of the singular values of H, are equal to 1. Let Nk be the number of singular 
values of H, that are larger than 1. 
Then the solution Mk of the Lyapunov recursion 
Mk+l = A;MkAk + B;rpBk, M, = [*I> (3.15) 
is such that A, = I - M, is invertible and has signature JSk having precisely 
Nk negative entries. 
Proof. According to Section 2.2, the Hankel matrix H, of T-‘T at stage 
k satisfies the decomposition H, = gk By, where gk and Bk are given as in 
(I.3), save for a scaling of Bk by rk?. Hence 
In the present context we have started from an output normal form: Q = 
88* = I. The nonzero eigenvalues of H, Hc = gk’ZT will be the same as 
those of %?$ ek, and in Section 2.2 it was shown that M, = @$ ek is precisely 
the solution of the Lyapunov recursion (3.15). In particular, the number of 
singular values of H, that are larger than 1 is equal to the number of 
eigenvalues of M, that are larger than 1. Writing Ak = 1 - M,, this is in 
turn equal to the number of negative eigenvalues of Ak. n 
Figure 7 shows a simple instance of the application of the theory 
developed in this section, especially with regard to the dimensions of the 
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FIG. 7. (a) State-space realization scheme for T and (b) for U. (c) State-space 
realization scheme for a possible 0, where it is assumed that one singular value of the 
Hankel operator of I’-? at time 1 is larger than 1, and (d) for the corresponding 
scattering operator Z. 
input, output, and state sequence spaces related to the O-matrix. The signal 
flow of the state realization matrices 0, runs strictly from top to bottom and 
from left to right. Corresponding to 0 is the scattering operator C, whose 
state representation Z, is computed for each k from 0, using Equation 
(2.16). The arrows in the scattering situation (where the signal flow coincides 
with “positive energy flow”) run in the reverse direction for inputs and 
outputs of 0, that have a negative signature. In the figure, we assumed that 
one singular value of the Hankel operator of T-IT at time 1 is larger than 1, 
which results in one state variable with negative signature, and hence there is 
one upward arrow in the diagram for 2,. Because of the upward arrow, C is 
not an upper matrix (it is not a causal transfer operator), and Z only specifies 
C implicitly: Figure 7(d) contains a loop between stages 1 and 2 which 
renders the network uncomputable. As is shown in the next section, upward 
arrows generate the states of the Hankel-norm approximant, and the number 
of upward arrows is equal to the number of states of the approximant. 
3.4. State dimension of T, 
At this point we have covered the first part of Theorem 1.2: we have 
constructed a J-unitary 0 and from it a matrix T, which is a Hankel-norm 
approximant of T. It remains to verif>l the complexity assertion, which stated 
that the dimension of the state space of T, is at most equal to Nk at point k: 
the number of singular values of the k th Hankel matrix of T-‘T that are 
larger than one, or (by Theorem 3.3) the number of negative entries in the 
state signature I9 of 0 at point k. Not surprisingly from the definition of T,, 
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an important role will be played by O,‘, which is the (2,2> entry of the 
scattering matrix Z associated to 0 by Equation (2.13). The representation 2 
specifies, although in an implicit form, the relations between the input and 
output quantities of the noncausal operator C. The existence of Z implies, 
e.g., that all intermediate state quantities x + k, 
b,. In particular, C,, = 0,’ is obtained by imposing a, = 0 
and looking at the transfer b, c-) u2. Finding a realization for the strictly 
upper part of O&* will consist in “unwinding” the loops in the representa- 
tion Z of 2 and deducing the realization for it. The fact that Z can be 
resolved and that a realization for OLD* can be deduced will be the topic of 
the next section. 
In this section, we prove the following proposition, which provides with 
Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.3 a proof of the Hankel-norm approximation 
theorem (Theorem 1.2). 
PROPOSITION 3.4. lf the condition of Theorem 3.2 are satisfied, then the 
state dimension of the upproximunt T, is (at most) equal to the state 
dimension of the strictly upper part of O&* at each point. This dimension is 
in turn (at most) equal to the number of negative entries in the state 
signature], of 0 at point k, or the number of singular values of the Hunkel 
matrix of T-lT at point k that are larger than 1. 
Proof. T, is determined by the definitions (3.21, (3.6): 
T’ = I%,-,B’*, 
T, = P,,(T’) = I’P,,(O;;B’*) (3.16) 
= rP,,[P,,( a,-,) B’*] . 
Since B’ is upper, and we are only interested in the strictly upper part of T’, 
only the strictly upper part of Oi* will play a role, or equivalently, the 
strictly lower part of 0, ‘, Moreover, again because B ’ is upper, multiplica- 
tion of OG* by B’* does not increase the rank of the Hankel matrices of 
P,,(O&*)), because the product involves only linear combinations of the 
columns of each separate Hankel matrix of Pz,(Oi2*). Hence the state 
dimension of T, is (at most) equal to the state dimension of the strictly upper 
part of OG*. 
To determine the latter dimension, consider Figure 8. We position 
ourselves at point k and split the inputs a,, b, and outputs u2, b, of 0 into a 
strict past and a future segment, with respect to point k. This is written, e.g., 
as b, = [b,,,, brf,kl, where blp,k contains the first k - 1 entries of the 
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0 a2,k-2 
I 










FIG. 8. Dataflow scheme for Z, which shows that x _, k is a state in the transfer 
b2f.k -+ b,,,,. 
sequence b,. The matrix 0,’ = C,, is the transfer from port b, to port b, 
with the boundary condition a, z 0, and the strictly lower part of 0;; is 
determined by the collection of transfers bzf,,. + blp,k with a, = 0 and 
b = 0, for all k in turn. Note that each of these maps defines a local 
Znkkel operator (more precisely, a conjugate Hankel operator, as it describes 
the effect of an input in the future on the past part of the corresponding 
output). In addition, a response blp,k to an input for which alp,k = 0 and 
b 2~. k = 0 satisfies an energy relation which is inherited from the unitarity of 
2: 
x -,kx’>k = b 1p.k b* 1p.k + a2p,ka&,k + X+,kXT,ko (3.17) 
Hence the map X_,k - [b+,k, aap,k> X+,k ] is well defined (univocal), since if 
there existed another image [hip, k, ukp, k, d+, k I for x-, k, the quadratic norm 
of the difference would yield, with (3.171, 
Ilb lp,k - b;,,,l12 +lla2p,k - a’,,,,l12 + IIx+,k - x;,~II” = 0. 
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which leads to b,,, k = b;,,,, etc. Consequently, the map x_, k H b,,, k is 
univocal as well. The Hankel map Hi : bsf, k + b,,, k can be factored into a 
controllability times an observability map, i.e., (1) the transfer of b2f,k to 
x _, k, followed by (2) the transfer of x_, k to b, p, k. Hence the state dimension 
of the strictly upper part of @is* is equal to (at most) the dimension of x_, k. 
Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 showed that this dimension is in turn equal to the 
number of negative entries in the signature J@ at point k, or the number of 
singular values of the Hankel matrix of T-IT at point k that are larger than 
1. Combining this with the previous result, it follows that the state dimension 
of T, is (at most) equal to this number. n 
The following corollary follows from Equation (3.17) and is needed in the 
next section. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.2, and if alp, k = 0 
and b,,, k = 0, the map Sk : x_,k - x+,k is well defined and a contraction. 
At this point, we have proven the basic form of the Hankel-norm model 
reduction theorem for time-varying systems (Theorem 1.2). With more effort, 
it is possible to prove that, in Proposition 3.4, equality holds throughout, 
implying that the approximant T, has precisely the number of states as 
specified by the number of Hankel singular values that are larger than 1 [26, 
271. It is also possible to derive an expression (a chain fraction description in 
terms of 0) which describes all possible Hankel-norm approximants of 
minimal complexity, given the error tolerance parameter I [26, 271. 
3.5. Computational Model for T, 
A computational model of T, can be computed directly from the models 
of T and 0, via models of B’ and 0,‘. A model for B’ has already been 
obtained in Equation (3.14). Th e model for the strictly upper part of O%* is 
however more difficult to obtain, and follows from the scattering representa- 
tion 2 associated to 0. 
LEMMA 3.6. In the context and under the conditions of Theorem 3.2, let 
I$ = {F, G, H, K} be the model representation of the unitary scattering 
matrix associated with 0 = (a, /3, y, 61, relating the signal sequences 
[x+ x_ aI b,]. and [x:-l) XL-‘) a2 b,] as in (2.14). Partition Z and 0 as 
in Equations (2.16) and (2.151, and let 
s = diag[sk] Ez8: x+,k = x-,ksk (alp,k = 0, bzp,k = O), 
R = diag[Rk] Eg: x_,k = X+,kRk (a,f,k = 0, bzf,k = 0). 
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Then S and R are well defined, contractive, and determined by the recursions 
SC-l) = F,, + F,,( Z - SF,,)-‘SF1,, 
(3.18) 
R = F,, + F,,( Z - R’- ‘)FzI)-l R(-l)F,, . 
A computational model {A,, B,, C,} of the strictly upper part of @ic*, i.e., 
P&O&*) = B,Z(Z - A,Z)-lC,, is given in terms of S, R by 
A*, = F,,( Z - SFIz)-‘, 
B,* = H,, + F,,( Z - SF,,) -‘SH,, , (3.19) 
C,* = [6,, + G,,(Z - R’~“F,,)-lR’~l’F,,](Z - SR)-‘. 
Proof. The existence and contractivity of S have been derived in Corol- 
lary 3.5; the comparable result on R is proven in the same way. For clarity, 
we will not suppress the index k in this proof, so that we are in the context of 
Figure 8. Writing out the relevant part of the relations (2.161, with aI = 0, 
we have 
“+,k+l = ~+,kFll,k + X-,k+lF21,k + b2,kGl.k~ 
x_ .k = X+,kF12,k + X-,k+lF22.k + bz.kG22.k’ 
b l,k =Xi,k / H 12 k + X-,k+lH22,k. 
(3.20) 
With the additional constraint b2p, k + 1 = 0, Sk + r satisfies 
x+,k+l =x-,k+l S k+l = x-,k k SF l1.k + X-,k+l F 21,k> 
x-,k = X-,kSkFlz,k + X-,k+lF22,k. 
Next, F,, k is strictly contractive, because x r2, k := 
z - %=2,k%,,k = z;,,kx22,k 
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which is strictly positive definite by the J-unitarity of 0,) so that 2 r2, k itself 
is strictly contractive. F,,, k, as an entry of it, inherits the property, and hence 
we can solve for x_, k: 
=,k = X-,k+&k(z - SkF12,k)-1~ 
(3.21) 
=,k+lsk+l = X-,k+l {F22,k(z - SkFU.,k)-lSkFH,k + &,k}. 
Consequently, S satisfies the indicated recursive relation (see also Figure 9). 
The recursion for R is determined likewise. 
Let {A,, B,, C,} be a state realization for P,,(O,-,*)), i.e., P,,(@&') = 
C,*(I - Z*A;)-‘Z*B,, which corresponds to the anticausal computational 
model 
x -,k = x- ,k+lA:,k + &kc:*,,> 
b 1,k = x- B* ,k+l a,k- 
The unknowns A,, B,, and C, can be expressed in terms of F, G, H by 
substitution in the equations (3.201, using S and R as intermediate quantities. 
Doing so with b, = 0, the first equation in (3.21) yields the expression for A, 
in (3.19), and B, can be determined in terms of S from the last equation in 
(3.20). 
a1.k = 0 
62p.k = 0 
FIG. 9. Recursion for S. 
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Finally, CT, k is obtained pointwise as the transfer b,, k - 1c _, k for a, = 0 
and b, i = 0 (i # k). Using (3.6) (3.18), and (3.20), this yields C, as in 
(3.19). H 
We are now in a position to determine a computational model for Z’,. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let T, r, U, and 0 be as in Theorem 3.2, so that 
[U* -T*T-‘]@=[A’ -B’].Zkt{A,B,C,O}beanoutputnormuZstrictZy 
stable state realization for T, let M be defined by the recursion in (3.8), and 
let {A, Be, C, D,] be a realization for U. Suppose that 0 is partitioned as in 
(3.7), and Z corresponding to 0 as in (2.16). Define S, R, C, ~9 by the 
relations 
= F,, + Fz2(Z - SF,JISF,,, 
R = F,, + F,,( Z - R’- 1)F21)-1 R’- ‘)Fs2, 
C,* = [G,, + G,,(Z - R(-“F,,)-‘R’-“F,,](Z - SR)-l. 
Then T, has a computational model {A,, TB,, C,, 0} given by 
A*, = F&Z - SF& 
B,* = H,, + Fz2( Z - SF,,) -‘SH,, , 
C, = C,[ -D$D, + C;(Z - M)C] + A,Y'-l'A*MC, 
where Y ~9 is given by the solution of the recursion Y = A,Y (-‘)A* + 
CC,*. 
Proof. The computational model for T, will be obtained, using the 
definition (3.16), by multiplying a model for B ’ by the model {A,, B,, C,} for 
Pzpl(O&*) as obtained in Lemma 3.6. A model for B ’ has already been 
obtained in Equation (3.14). With D’ := -D*,D,, + C*(Z - M)C,, T, is 
given by the strictly upper part of 
= r{BsZ(Z - A$)-‘C,}{C;(Z - Z*A*)-'Z*A*MC + D'*} 
= rB,Z(Z -A,Z)-'C,D'* 
+ rB,{z(z - A,z)-'c,c;(z - z*A*)-'}z*A*Mc. 
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The computation of the strictly upper part of this expression requires a 
partial fraction decomposition of the expression Z(Z - A,Z)-‘C,C,*( Z - 
Z*A*)-‘. We seek diagonal matrices X and Y such that 
Z(Z - A,Z)-lC,C;(Z - Z*A*)-’ = Z( Z - A,Z)-lY + X( Z - Z*A*)-‘. 
Pre- and postmultiplying with Z* - A, and Z - Z*A*, respectively, we 
obtain the equations 
C,C,* =Y-A,X X = Y(-l)A 
0 = _Y(-l)A* +X Y = A n Y(-l)A* + C,C; 
The recursive equation for Y that we have thus obtained always has a 
solution, since for n x n matrices T with a zero number of states at point 
n + 1, we can start with Y,,, = [*I and work backwards to Y,. Via Z(Z - 
A,Z)-lYZ* = Y(-l) + Z(Z - A,Z)-lA,Y(-l’ we obtain 
T, = I%,Z(Z - A,Z)-l{C,D’* + A,Y(-‘)A*MC}, 
that is, C, = Cj -DfzDU + C,*(Z - M)C} + A,Y(-‘)A*MC. n 
A check on the dimensions of A, reveals that the state realization for T, 
has indeed a state-space dimension given by N = #_( J9>: at each point it is 
equal to the number of local Hankel singular values of T which are larger 
than 1. The realization is given in terms of four recursions: two for M and S 
that run forward in time, the other two for R and Y that run backward in 
time and depend on S. The algorithm in Table 3 shows the computations 
derived from Theorem 3.7. It computes a model {A,, B,, C,, O} for T, in 
terms of a model {A, B, C, O} for T. 
4. COMPUTATION OF 0 BY A GENERALIZED SCHUR 
ALGORITHM 
4.1. Introduction 
The global state-space procedure of Section 3 yields, for a given T E %, 
an inner factor U and an interpolating 0. It can be specialized to the case 
where T is a general upper triangular matrix without an a priori known state 
structure. The resulting procedure to obtain 0 leads to a generalized Schur 
recursion, which we derive for an example T. 
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TABLE 3 
THE APPROXIMATION ALGORITHM 
In: T = {A, B, C, D} (model in output normal form for a strictly upper matrix T) 
l- (approximation parameters) 
Out:T, = (A,, rB,, C,, O}(model for Hankel-norm approximant Z’,) 
do algorithm in Table 2: gives M,, Ok, Jgk, C2,k, D,,, k, D,, k (k = 1,. . . , n) 
s, = [.I 
fork = l,...,n 
I 
Compute& from 0, using (2.17) 
S kfl = F,,, k + F22, k (1 - SkFs,k)-lSkFu,k 
end 
R nil = t.1 
Y “+l = [.I 
fork=n,...,l 
% = Frz,k + F,,,k(l - Rk+lFzl,k)-lRk+lFzz,k 
c?,k = {G,,,k + G,,,k(z - Rk+lFzl,k)-lRk+lF22,k}(z - SkRk)-l 
Aa,, = {%k(I - SkF12,k)-1}* 
Ba,k = {%,k + Fm,k (I - SkFvz,k)-lSkHu,k} 
yk =J%z,,Y,+,A; + cr,kc;,k 
C a. k = %,I -D?z,k%,k + ($kcz - Mk)Ck) + A,,kyk+,A;%Ck 
end 
Consider a 4 X 4 strictly upper triangular matrix T, 
cl 0 fl2 fl3 t14 
T= !2 t23 t24 . 
0 t34 
o_ 
where the (1, 1) entry is indicated by a rectangle and the main diagonal by 
underscores. For convenience of notation, and without loss of generality, we 
may take r = I, and thus seek T, (a 4 X 4 matrix) such that IIT - Tall < 1. A 
trivial (but nonminimal) state realization for T that has AA* + CC* = Z is 
obtained by selecting {[0, 0, 11, [0, 1, 01, [l, 0, 01) as a basis for the row space of 
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the second Hankel matrix H, = [t,, , t,,, t,,], and likewise we select trivial 
bases for H, and H4. Omitting the details, the realizations for T and an inner 




. . . . 
1 I 1 1 1 
1 
T3 = It1 l > t34 0 1 u, = [-cl 1 1 . . 
u,= . l [+I . . 
(a stands for an entry with zero dimensions). The corresponding matrices U 
and A = UT* are 
0 
G4 0 I 
with input space sequence C4 X 0 X 0 X 0, and output sequence C’ X 
lZ1 x C’ x Cl. All inputs of U and A are concentrated at point 1, and hence 
the causality requirement is always satisfied: U E % and A E 2Y. The struc- 
ture of A and U is clarified by Figure 10. 
The global realization procedure would continue by computing a 
diagonal matrix M with entries 
M k+l =A;M,A +B:B,, M, = [.I, 





Trivial external factorization of 2’. 
and use this to derive 0 as in Section 3.3. Note that it is not necessary to 
have a minimal realization for T (or U). The extra states will correspond to 
eigenvalues of M that are zero, and hence are of no influence on the negative 
signature of A = I - M (independently of F>. Hence our nonminimal 
choice of the realization for T will not influence the complexity of the 
resulting approximant T,. For a recursive derivation of an interpolating matrix 
0, however, we proceed as follows. The (trivial) state realizations T and U are 
not needed, but the resulting U is used. The interpolation problem is to 
determine a J-unitary and causal 0 (whose signature will be determined by 
the construction) such that 
FJ” -T*]O E [z! %!‘I. 
Assume that 0 E ‘2Y(Je,.&$). The signature matrix Ii = Jx, is known from 
the outset and is according to the decomposition [U* - T* 1. Although the 
signature Jz is not yet known at this point, the number of outputs of 0 (i.e., 
the space sequence J(e) is already determined by the condition that each 0, 
is a square matrix. With the above (trivial) realizations of T and U, it turns 
out that 0 has a constant number of two outputs at each point in time. The 
signature of each output ( + 1 or - 1) is determined in the process of 
constructing 0, which will be done in two steps: 0 = @I’ll. Here, 0’ is such 
that [U* - T*]O' E [2! %2/l, where the dimension sequences of each % are 
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constant and equal to 1 at each point: 
El -tt 






* 0 * * * 
-G -G 
+ -- 
* * * 
* * * . - 
* * - 
* - I 
The first upper triangular matrix corresponds to the first output of each 
section of O’, and the second to the second output. At this point, the 
signature of each column at the right-hand side can be positive of negative: 
the output signature matrix of 0’ is ~6, which is an unsorted signature matrix 
such that O’]hO’* = JI (the signature of the right-hand side in the equation 
above is just an example). See also Figure 11. The second step is to sort the 
columns according to their signature, by introducing a permutation matrix 
A’ 
FIG. 11. Computational structure of O’, with example signature at the outputs. 
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n ~9, such that Jz = II*jkII is a conventional (sorted) signature matrix. 
The permutation does not change the fact that [U* - T*]O E [Z %I, but 
the output dimension sequences of each ?Y will now be different, and in 
general not be constant any more. For the above example signature, 





- - + - - 
1 
v, * : * - B * * * * * 
= * * * * * * * * * - - 
. . * * * * - - 
* * - - 
= [A’ -ES’], 
where A’ has as output space sequence C2 x C2 x 0 x 0, and B ’ has as 
output space sequence 0 X 0 X ‘II2 X c2. We will now consider these 
operations in more detail. 
4.2. Computational Structure 
0’ can be determined recursively in n - 1 steps: 0’ = C+ijOC2) .*a 
@,,- 1)’ in the following way. The columns of 0’ act on the columns of U* 
and - T* . Its operations on U * are always causal, because all columns of U* 
correspond to the first point of the recursion (k = 1). However, for 0 to be 
causal, the k th column of 0 can act only on the first k columns of T*. 
Taking this into consideration, we are led to a recursive algorithm of the form 
[A,,, Bc,J@,k, = [Ack+lj Bck+J, initialized by A(,, = U*, B(,, = -T*, 
and where @I,,, makes the last n - k entries of the k th column of Bckj equal 
to 0, using columns n, n - 1,. . . , k + 1 of A(,,. (The columns are used in 
reverse order to keep A(,, in the required shape.) 
The operations to do each of these steps are elementary unitary (Jacobi) 
or ]-unitary rotations that act on two columns at a time and make a selected 
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entry of the second column equal to zero. The precise nature of the rotations 
depends on its signature and is in turn dependent on the data-this will be 
detailed later. We first verify that this recursion leads to a solution of the 
interpolation problem. 
k = 1 Using three elementary rotations, the entries tr4, tr3, t$ are subse- 
quently zeroed. This results in 
k = 2: 
k = 3: 










































-t$ -t4* 1 
* 0 
* 0 
0 T, -t& I 
The resulting matrices are upper triangular. The signal flow corresponding to 
this computational scheme is outlined in Figure 12(a). Note that the compu- 
tations have introduced an implicit notion of state, formed by the arrows that 
cross a dotted line between two stages, so that a (nonminimal) realization of 
0 can be inferred from the elementary operations. 
[ A’ - I3 ‘1 will be equal to a column permutation of [ AC4) I+,,], such that 
A’ has all columns with positive signature, whereas I3 ’ has all columns with a 
negative signature. The determination of the signature of [A,, Bc4J is 
discussed in the next subsection. 






FIG. 12. structure of a recursive solution to the interpolating 
problem. (a) O’, with elementary rotations of mixed type (both circular and hyper- 
bolic); (b) the corresponding 8, with circular elementary rotations. The type af 
sections in (a) and the signal flow in (b) depend on the data of the interpolation 
problem. 
4.3. Elementary Rotations: Keeping Track of Signatures 
We will now consider the elementary operations in the above recursions. 
An elementary rotation 8 such that 0*j, 8 = j, (j, and j, are 2 X 2 signature 
matrices) is defined by 
[u t]e= [* 01, 
where u, t are scalars, and where * stands for some resulting scalar. Initially, 
one would consider 8 of a traditional J-unitary form: 
o,= I 
[ 
-s 1 1 -s* 1 FT cc* + ss* = 1, c # 0, 
which satisfies 
fT[l _J4= [” _J. 
However, since JsI < 1, a rotation of this form is appropriate only if Iu( > ItI. 
In the recursive algorithm, this will be the case only if H,*H, < I, which 
corresponds to a “definite” interpolation problem and leads to an approxi- 
mant T, = 0. Our situation is more general. If 1~1 < It(, we require a 
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rotational section of the form 
resulting in [U t]0, = [ * O]. H ere 8, has signature pairs determined by 
This shows that the signature of the “energy” of the output vector of such a 
section is reversed: if [al b,]8, = [as b,], then quT - bib: = -usa: + 
b, bg . Because this signature can be reversed at each elementary step, we will 
have to keep track of it to ensure that the resulting global O-matrix is 
J-unitary with respect to a certain signature. Thus assign to each column in 
KJ* - T* ] a signature ( + 1 or - l), which is updated after each elementary 
operation, in accordance with the type of rotation. Initially, the signature of 
the columns of U* is chosen + 1, and that of the columns of -T* is chosen 
- 1. Because 0’ = 0ojOC2) 0.. a,,_ i), where OCij is an embedding of the 
ith elementary rotation oCj, into one of full size, it is seen that keeping track 
of the signature at each intermediate step ensures that 
@* 1 
[ 1 
_l 0 = 1;. 
Here, 1; is the unsorted signature matrix given by the signatures of the 
columns of the final resulting upper triangular matrices. The types of signa- 
tures that can occur, and the appropriate elementary rotations to use, are 
listed below. These form the processors in Figure 12(a): 
1. [L i] -‘,* ;“I; = [: 01 [ if Iul > Itl, 
2. [i i] -y _;*I$ = 1: +ol [ if I4 < Itl, 
3. [U 11 1” _I*]$ = [: 01 
[ 
if Iul > ltl, 
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4. 
5. 
6. [U q _c* ;*I = [; ii]. [ 
There is no suitable J-unitary notation in case ]u] = It] and u and t have 
different signatures. This singular case can occur even if we impose the 
condition that all H, have no singular values equal to 1. Although this 
condition will guarantee the existence of a global O-matrix (as we showed 
before), and also the existence of a C+,, which will zero the required last 
n - k entries of B,,,, it does not imply that we can create these n - k zero 
entries in the recursive bottom-up ordering, as we proposed in this section. A 
breakdown does not occur if all submatrices consisting of the Ith to the last 
column of H, do not have singular values equal to 1, for all I and k. We omit 
the details. 
We can associate, as usual, with each J-unitary rotation a corresponding 
unitary rotation, which is obtained by rewriting the corresponding equations 
such that the + quantities appear on the left-hand side and the - quantities 
on the right-hand side. The last two sections are already circular rotation 
matrices. By replacing each of the sections of 0 with the corresponding 
unitary section, a unitary C-matrix that corresponds to 0 is obtained. A 
signal-flow scheme of a possible C in our 4 X 4 example is depicted in 
Figure 12(b). Th e matching of signatures at each elementary rotation in the 
algorithm effects in Figure U(b) that the signal flow is well defined: an arrow 
leaving some section will not bounce into a signal-flow arrow that leaves a 
neighboring section. 
Finally, a solution to the interpolation problem [U* - T*]O = 
[ A’ - B ‘1 is obtained by sorting the columns of the resulting upper triangu- 
lar matrices obtained by the above procedure according to their signature, so 
that all positive signs correspond to A’ and all negative signs to B ‘. The 
columns of 0 are sorted likewise. The solution that is obtained this way is 
reminiscent of the state-space solution of the previous section, and in fact can 
be derived from it by factoring 0 into elementary operations as above. Again, 
the network of 2 is not computable, since it contains loops. 
When T is a banded matrix, or has a staircase structure, then operations 
corresponding to entries off the band can be omitted. The recursion and the 
resulting computational network is a further generalization (to include indefi- 
nite interpolation) of the generalized Schur algorithm introduced in [21]. 
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However, the formalism by which the matrices are set up to initiate the 
algorithm is new. 
4.4. Computation of the Approximunt 
With 0 and B’ available, there are various ways to obtain the Hankel-norm 
approximant T,. The basic relations are given in terms of T’ (the upper 
triangular part of which is equal to T,) and the operator I: associated to 0: 
T’* = T* + U*& i 
T’” = B’@-l 
22 7 0,’ = c 22. 
Ideally, one would want to use the computational network of C to derive 
either U* C,, or B’O~21. However, the network that has been constructed in 
the previous step of the algorithm is not computable: it contains delay-free 
loops, and hence it cannot be used directly. A straightforward alternative is to 
extract O,, from the network of 0 (by applying an input of the form [O Z]), 
and subsequently use any technique to invert this matrix and apply it to B’. A 
second alternative is to compute a (noncausal) state realization for 2 from its 
network. This is a local operation: it can be done independently for each 
stage. From this realization, one can derive a realization for the upper 
triangular part of Og* , by using the recursions given in Section 3.5. 
The first solution can be made more or less “in style” with the way 0 has 
been constructed, insofar as only elementary, unitary operations are used. 
However, the overall solution is a bit crude: after extracting the matrix O,,, 
the computational network of 0 is discarded, although it reveals the struc- 
ture of O,, and @I,-:, and the algorithm continues with a matrix inversion 
technique that is not very specific to its current application. The state-space 
technique, on the other hand, uses half of the computational network 
structure of 0 (the “vertical” segmentation into stages), but does not use the 
structure within a stage. The algorithm operates on (state-space) matrices, 
rather than at the elementary level, and is in this respect “out of style” with 
the recursive computation of 0. It is as yet unclear whether an algorithm can 
be devised that acts directly on the computational network of 0 with 
elementary operations. 
5. ENVOY 
The theory presented in this paper gives a closed-form solution to the 
generic problem of approximating a matrix which represents a linear transfor- 
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mation by a matrix of lower computational complexity. The measure of 
complexity that is used here is the state dimension of the computation. The 
theory is based on a combination and generalization of three classical 
paradigms: (1) system theory and realization theory in the vein of Kronecker 
and of Ho and Kalman, (2) interpolation theory in the sense of Schur and 
Takagi and of Adamjan, Arov, and Krein, (3) scattering theory as it was 
introduced in the network theory context by Youla and Belevitch. It is a 
remarkable fact that such diverse theories come together to produce a 
complete body of answers. 
On the other hand, it is conceivable that alternative approximation 
schemes are possible. The generalized AAK scheme is based on interpolation 
of the error in selected “points” (here to be interpreted as diagonals of a 
matrix)-see Equation (3.5). The scheme controls the error via interpolation. 
It is possible to construct a direct interpolation method; see e.g. [ZI]. Such a 
theory will also yield strong approximants but will be dependent on the 
choice of interpolation points, and hence will not produce a global low- 
complexity minimum as the algorithm proposed here does. However, the 
method is easier and gives good results in practice. Other, heuristic methods 
based on setting entries to zero, e.g., in factors of an LU decomposition, may 
work well in practice, and are of course even simpler. It is, however, doubtful 
that they can produce systematic results. 
The results presented can be extended in several directions. The method 
works well only on triangular matrices. A full matrix can be decomposed into 
an upper and a lower part, each of which can be approximated separately. A 
scheme for doing matrix inversions using such a decomposition has been 
published [9]. In another direction, one may consider the singular case, i.e., 
when some of the local singular values of the Hankel operator are equal to 
one. Preliminary results are available but have not been published yet. There 
is also a connection with the theory of alpha-stationary systems as developed 
by Kailath and h’ 1s coworkers [5-81, but the question of introducing structure 
in the approximation scheme, or approximating under structural constraints, 
has not been studied yet to our knowledge. 
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